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In the residential real estate conveyance procedure it is your responsibility to:

Properly identify the client,•	
Verify their employment details, and•	
Verify the property purchase details are correct and reasonable.•	

What steps do you take to look for signs of real estate fraud?

How do you verify the purchase price and ensure the property hasn’t changed hands too frequently?

Now, on BC OnLine, you can use The Property Valuator™ from Landcor Data Corporation to verify the current 
market value of the home and see how many sales have occurred on the property.

The Property Valuator is an automated valuation model (AVM) which replaces a traditional appraisal, and is the only 
AVM that considers current market sales and trends to return a SINGLE VALUE for the property, all for only $29.95. 

PLUS, the Property Valuator includes over 40 pieces of information on the property including Property ID (PID), 
Legal Description, Property Address and Owner Address that can be used to ensure full property information.

Running a Property Valuator is simple. Here’s how:

Select 1. “Landcor Property Valuator”  application
 from Main Menu

On the Introduction page, click2. 
 “Search a property now”

Enter an address (or legal description, PID, or3. 
 roll number)

Select the subject property; click ‘Confirm’ to4. 
 complete the purchase

After it processes, click the link to open your5. 
 PDF report, or find it in your BC OnLine Mailbox

See a sample report on the next page.

Visit BC OnLine to try a Property Valuator today. It delivers:

Quick and reliable property valuations without leaving the security of the BC OnLine site•	

Cost savings by accessing the most reliable data in one inexpensive search—•	 $29.95 (plus GST) 

Trusted and accurate information to help you to detect real estate fraud•	

Detect Real Estate Fraud with The Property ValuatorTM

available on BC OnLine

For more information visit the FAQ page on BC OnLine,
or contact the Help Desk at bcolhelp@accessbc.com.



Comparable analysis provides three similar 
properties that have recently sold in the  
neighbourhood.

Detailed characteristics are listed to show 
the relevance of the selected set.

A current estimated market value is 
calculated using Landcor’s proprietary 
valuation technology, giving you one of 
North America’s most accurate property 
valuations.

Four years of assessed value is included 
to show the value trend for this property.

The average sale value in the 
neighbourhood is graphed to give a visual 
indicator of historical market volatility and 
potential future trends.

Sales history for the property is included, 
illustrating sales frequency and market 
appreciation for the subject property.

The Property ValuatorTM – Sample

®


